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Abstract

An investigation was conducted in the static test facility of the

Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel to evaluate the internal perfor-

mance of a nonaxisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle designed to

have simultaneous pitch and yaw thrust-vectoring capability. This con-

cept utilized divergent ap deection for thrust vectoring in the pitch

plane and ow-turning deectors installed within the divergent aps for

yaw thrust vectoring. Modi�cations consisting of reducing the side-

wall length and deecting the sidewall outboard were investigated as

means to increase yaw-vectoring performance. This investigation stud-

ied the e�ects of multiaxis (pitch and yaw) thrust vectoring on noz-

zle internal performance characteristics. All tests were conducted with
no external ow, and nozzle pressure ratio was varied from 2.0 to

approximately 13.0.

The results indicate that this nozzle concept can successfully generate

multiaxis thrust vectoring. Deection of the divergent aps produced

resultant pitch vector angles that, although dependent on nozzle pressure

ratio, were nearly equal to the geometric pitch vector angle. Losses in

resultant thrust due to pitch vectoring were small or negligible. The

yaw deectors produced resultant yaw vector angles up to 21� that were

controllable by varying yaw deector rotation. However, yaw deector

rotation resulted in signi�cant losses in thrust ratios and, in some cases,

nozzle discharge coe�cient. Either of the sidewall modi�cations generally

reduced these losses and increased maximum resultant yaw vector angle.

During multiaxis (simultaneous pitch and yaw) thrust vectoring, little or

no cross coupling between the thrust-vectoring processes was observed.

Introduction

Mission requirements for the next generation
multirole �ghter may necessitate aircraft capable of
operating over a broader range of ight conditions
than previously thought possible. Typical mission
scenarios in the future may require aircraft to oper-
ate from short �elds or bomb-damaged runways, to
cruise supersonically, and to have increased levels of
maneuverability at transonic and supersonic speeds.
To survive air combat engagements, aircraft will re-
quire improved handling qualities at high angles of
attack, including brief excursions into the poststall
region. Several investigations have shown that sig-
ni�cant advantages are gained in air combat with the
ability to perform transient maneuvers at low speeds
and high angles of attack. (See refs. 1 to 3.) However,
maneuverability at high angles of attack can be lim-
ited because of degraded stability characteristics and
inadequate aerodynamic control power.

Techniques for producing large control forces and
moments by redirecting the engine exhaust ow
(thrust vectoring) have been extensively investi-

gated over the past 13 years at the NASA Langley
Research Center (ref. 4). Thrust vectoring provides
large control moments that are independent of an-
gle of attack by producing a component of thrust
perpendicular to the body longitudinal axis. In an
attempt to provide thrust-vectoring capability with
minimum adverse impact on nozzle and aircraft per-
formance, many vectoring concepts have been con-
sidered (refs. 4 to 13). In particular, both axi-
symmetric and nonaxisymmetric nozzles have been
studied. These studies have emphasized non-
axisymmetric nozzles because their geometry per-
mits more versatility of vectoring methods, in-
cluding divergent ap deection, sidewall variable
geometry, blocker doors, plug vectoring, or postexit
vanes. Nonaxisymmetric vectoring nozzles have al-
most exclusively utilized divergent ap deection to
achieve pitch thrust vectoring. This is because of the
high ow-turning capability and low resultant thrust
losses that have been measured during experimental
investigations of this pitch-vectoring concept (ref. 4).
Early investigations of thrust-vectoring nozzles were



limited to pitch vectoring only; however, recent stud-
ies have focused on multiaxis thrust-vectoring noz-
zles. Results show that, in some cases, performance
in one of the vectoring directions is compromised by
the devices needed to provide vectoring in the other
direction. For instance, physical interference between
pitch- and yaw-vectoring devices can limit the range
of available multiaxis vector angles. In an attempt to
alleviate these problems, a multiaxis thrust-vectoring
nozzle was designed to vector the ow in pitch by de-
ection of the divergent aps and in yaw by deection
of ow deectors installed within the divergent aps.

To evaluate the internal performance of this
multiaxis thrust-vectoring nozzle, an investigation
was conducted at static (wind-o�) conditions in the
static test facility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic
Tunnel. The model geometric parameters investi-
gated were pitch vector angle, yaw vector angle, side-
wall length, sidewall deection, and nozzle expansion
ratio. High-pressure air was used to simulate the jet
exhaust ow at nozzle pressure ratios from 2.0 to
approximately 13.0.

Symbols

All forces and moments (with the exception of
resultant thrust) are referred to the model center-
line (body axis). The model (balance) moment
reference center was located at station 29.39. A
discussion of the data reduction procedure and def-
initions of the force and moment terms and the
propulsion relationships used herein can be found in
reference 14.

Ae nozzle exit area, in2

At nozzle throat area, in2

b total length of nozzle from attach-
ment face to exit (see �g. 3(a)), in.

c total length of nozzle sidewall (see
�g. 5(a)), in.

F measured thrust along body axis,
positive in forward direction, lbf

Fi ideal isentropic gross thrust, lbf,

wp

s
RjTt;j
g2

2
�1

�
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�
pa
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Fn measured normal force, lbf

Fr resultant thrust, lbf,
q
F2 + F2

n + F2
s

Fs measured side force, positive to
right when looking upstream, lbf

g acceleration due to gravity,

32.174 ft/sec2

h height of nozzle exit (see �g. 3(a)),
in.

Lf length of divergent ap (see
�g. 3(a)), in.

NPR nozzle pressure ratio,
pt;j
pa

NPRd design nozzle pressure ratio (NPR
for fully expanded ow at nozzle
exit)

p local static pressure, psi

pa ambient pressure, psi

pt;j average jet total pressure, psi

Rj gas constant (for  = 1:3997),

1716 ft2/sec2-�R

Tt;j jet total temperature, �R

wi ideal isentropic weight-ow
rate (for NPR > 1:89), lbf/sec,

Atpt;j

�
2

+1

� +1
2(�1)

r
g2

Tt;jRj

wp measured weight-ow rate, lbf/sec

wt nominal nozzle throat width, 4.0 in.

Xs linear nozzle dimension measured
along centerline from throat to tip
of sidewall (see �g. 3(a)), in.

x linear nozzle dimension measured
along centerline from throat to exit,
used to de�ne location of static
pressure taps (see �g. 6), in.

y lateral distance measured from
model centerline, positive to right
when looking upstream, used to
de�ne location of static pressure
taps (see �g. 6(a)), in.

 ratio of speci�c heats, 1.3997 for air

�de deector rotation angle as viewed
along deector hingeline (see
�g. 4(b)), deg

�p resultant pitch thrust vector angle,
measured from nozzle centerline,
positive deection downward,
tan�1 (Fn=F ), deg

�v;p geometric vector angle in pitch
plane, measured from centerline,
positive deection downward, deg
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�y resultant yaw thrust vector angle,
measured from nozzle centerline,
positive deection to left when
looking upstream, tan�1 (Fs=F ),
deg

� sidewall deection angle (see
�g. 5(b)), deg

Abbreviations:

C-D convergent-divergent

Sta. model station, in.

Test Facility

This investigation was conducted in the static
test facility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel.
Testing is conducted in a large room where the jet
from a single-engine propulsion simulation system
exhausts to the atmosphere through an acoustically
treated exhaust passage. A control room is remotely
located from the test room, and a closed-circuit
television is used to observe the model when the
jet is operating. The static test facility has an air
control system that is similar to that of the 16-Foot
Transonic Tunnel and includes valving, �lters, and a
heat exchanger to maintain the jet ow at a constant
stagnation temperature. The air system utilizes the
same clean, dry air supply as that used by the
16-Foot Transonic Tunnel (ref. 15).

Single-Engine Propulsion Simulation

System

A cutaway sketch of the single-engine propulsion
simulation system on which various nozzle con�gura-
tions were tested is presented in �gure 1. The propul-
sion simulation system is shown with a typical nozzle
con�guration installed.

An external high-pressure air system supplies the
propulsion simulation system with a continuous ow
of clean, dry air at a constant stagnation tempera-
ture of about 540�R. This high-pressure air was var-
ied during the jet simulation up to about 190 psi in
the nozzle. As shown in �gure 1, the high-pressure air
was brought by six air lines through a support strut
into an annular high-pressure plenum. The air was
then discharged radially into a low-pressure plenum
through eight equally spaced, multiholed sonic noz-
zles. This ow transfer system was designed to min-
imize any forces imposed by the transfer of axial
momentum as the air is passed from the nonmetric
high-pressure plenum to the metric (attached to the
balance) low-pressure plenum. Two exible metal
bellows act as seals between the nonmetric and met-
ric portions of the model and compensate for axial

forces caused by pressurization. The air then passed
through a circular-to-rectangular transition section,
a rectangular choke plate (primarily used for ow
straightening), a rectangular instrumentation sec-
tion, and then through the nozzle, which exhausts
to atmospheric pressure. The instrumentation sec-
tion had a ratio of ow path width to height of 1.437
and was identical in geometry to the nozzle airow
entrance (nozzle connect station). All nozzle con�g-
urations tested were attached to the instrumentation
section at model station 41.13.

Nozzle Design and Models

Nozzle Concept

The nonaxisymmetric convergent-divergent (C-D)
nozzle was designed to vector the ow in pitch by si-
multaneous deection of divergent aps and in yaw
by deection of at ow deectors from the inner
surface of the divergent aps. The goal of the de-
sign was to add e�cient yaw-vectoring capability to
a pitch-vectoring nonaxisymmetric C-D nozzle while
minimizing the e�ect of one vectoring mechanism on
the other. The basic nozzle components consist of
symmetric pairs (upper and lower) of convergent and
divergent aps and at (internally) sidewalls to con-
tain the exhaust ow in the lateral direction. Both
nozzle convergent aps pivot at the same model sta-
tion (upstream of the throat) to allow changes in the
throat area At. The divergent aps pivot about a
hingeline at the nozzle throat to allow variation of
both the exit area Ae and the geometric pitch thrust
vector angle �v;p. Two yaw deectors are located in
each divergent ap (one on the left side and one on
the right) and are stowed at against the ap when
no yaw thrust vectoring is desired. Each deector is
hinged along a line across the ow path that runs
from the sidewall at the throat to the nozzle center-
line near the exit. To produce yaw vectoring, the de-
ectors are deployed in pairs, one in the upper ap
and one in the lower ap, on the same side of the
nozzle. The angle of rotation of the deectors �de
can be varied from 0� to 90� (relative to the divergent
ap) to give a range of yaw vector angles �y.

Nozzle Models

A model of this nozzle concept was built and
is shown in the photographs of �gure 2 and in the
sketches of �gures 3 through 6. The nozzle model at-
tached to the propulsion simulation system at model
station 41.13 and had a constant ow path width
of 4.0 in. Parametric nozzle geometry changes were
made by combining various interchangeable upper
and lower aps, sidewalls, and yaw deectors. The
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speci�cations for each nozzle con�guration tested
during this investigation are presented in table 1.

The model consisted of baseline (unvectored) 1.8
and 2.3 expansion ratio Ae=At nozzles with corre-
sponding design nozzle pressure ratios NPRd of 8.8
and 13.6, respectively. The nozzles were designed
with cutback sidewalls that were 70 percent
(Xs=Lf = 0:70) of the divergent ap length. A geo-
metric pitch thrust vector angle �v;p of 20

� was tested
for the 1.8 expansion ratio nozzle to study noz-
zle performance during multiaxis thrust vectoring.
Since the pitch thrust-vectoring capability of non-
axisymmetric C-D nozzles has been extensively stud-
ied in previous investigations (refs. 7 and 8), only a
brief study of pitch vectoring was undertaken in the
current investigation.

Yaw-vectoring performance was extensively stud-
ied during this investigation. Because of the sym-
metry of the nozzle, yaw thrust vectoring was only
investigated in the positive (to the left, looking up-
stream) �y direction. The nozzle was tested with
yaw deectors positioned at hingeline angles (the an-
gle between the hingeline and the sidewall) of 27�

and 34�. For each hingeline angle, a set of deectors
was designed that would completely block the right
side of the 1.8 expansion ratio nozzle. The result
was a set of tall deectors along the 34� hingeline
and a set of medium deectors along the 27� hinge-
line. To investigate the e�ect of deector height on
yaw-vectoring performance, an additional set of de-
ectors was designed. This set of deectors, arbitrar-
ily placed at the 34� hingeline angle, was the shortest
of the three and was designed to completely block the
right side of a 1.3 expansion ratio nozzle. The fact
that each deector was designed for full blockage at
a di�erent geometric condition resulted in the dif-
ferences in geometry between each deector height.
Deector rotation angles tested were 0�, 30�, 45�,
60�, and 90� for the short deectors and 0�, 30�,
60�, and 90� for the medium and tall deectors. Fig-
ure 4 contains speci�cations of the yaw deectors and
shows their installation in the divergent aps. In �g-
ure 4(a), dark shading represents the portion of the
yaw deectors that comes in contact with the exhaust
ow (wetted surfaces), while light shading represents
portions of the yaw deectors that do not contact the
exhaust ow (nonwetted surfaces).

Modi�cations to the nozzle sidewalls were inves-
tigated as means to provide exhaust ow relief and
increase yaw-vectoring performance. The �rst modi-
�cation consisted of increasing the cutback on the left
and right sidewalls by reducing the sidewall length
from 70 percent to 55 percent of the divergent ap
length. The second modi�cation consisted of hinging

the 70-percent sidewall at the throat and deecting it
outboard during yaw vectoring. For the 55-percent
sidewall, it was hypothesized during the model de-
sign phase that the cutback would provide enough ex-
haust ow relief during yaw vectoring that outboard
deection of the sidewall would not be needed. The
right sidewall remained at 0� at all times during this
investigation. Sidewall cutback, deector hingeline
angle, and deector height each represent a di�erent
nozzle design. All other model parameters investi-
gated (Ae=At, �de, �, and �v;p) represent geometric
variations that would be obtained on actual full-scale
hardware through variable geometry.

Instrumentation

The weight-ow rate of high-pressure air to the
nozzle was calculated from pressure and tempera-
ture measurements in a calibrated venturi system
upstream of the high-pressure plenum. This venturi
system is the standard high-pressure airow measure-
ment system in the static test facility. Forces and
moments were measured by a six-component strain-
gauge balance located on the nozzle centerline. Jet
total pressure was measured at a �xed station in the
instrumentation section by means of a four-probe
rake through the upper surface, a three-probe rake
from the side, and a three-probe rake through the
corner. (See �g. 1.) An iron-constantan thermo-
couple was positioned in the instrumentation section
to measure the jet total temperature.

Internal (jet ow) static pressure distributions
were measured for selected model con�gurations.
Static pressure ori�ce locations on the model are
shown in �gure 6. Three rows of internal static pres-
sure ori�ces were located on the upper and lower aps
(�g. 6(a)), and one row was located on each sidewall
(�g. 6(b)).

Data Reduction

Each data point is the average steady-state value
computed from 50 frames of data taken at a rate
of 10 frames per second. All data were taken in as-
cending order of pt;j. With the exception of resultant
thrust Fr, all data in this report are referenced to the
model centerline (x-axis). Five basic nozzle internal
performance parameters are used in the presentation
of results; they are internal thrust ratio F=Fi, resul-
tant thrust ratio Fr=Fi, discharge coe�cient wp=wi,
and two resultant thrust vector angles: �p for pitch
and �y for yaw. A detailed description of the pro-
cedures used for data reduction in this investigation
can be found in reference 14.

The internal thrust ratio F=Fi is the ratio of the
measured nozzle thrust along the body axis to the
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ideal nozzle thrust. Ideal thrust Fi is based on mea-
sured weight ow wp, jet total pressure pt;j, and
jet total temperature Tt;j. (See the section \Sym-
bols".) The balance axial-force measurement, from
which the measured nozzle thrust F is subsequently
obtained, is initially corrected for model weight tares
and balance component interactions. Although the
bellows arrangement in the air pressurization sys-
tem was designed to minimize forces on the balance
caused by pressurization, small bellows tares on the
six-component balance still exist. These tares result
from a small pressure di�erence between the ends of
the bellows when air system internal velocities are
high and from small di�erences in the spring con-
stant of the forward and aft bellows when the bellows
are pressurized. These bellows tares were determined
by running Stratford choke calibration nozzles with
known performance over a range of expected internal
pressure and external forces and moments. The re-
sulting tares were then applied to the six-component
balance data obtained during the current investiga-
tion. Balance axial force obtained in this manner is
a direct measurement of the thrust along the body
axis. The procedure for computing the bellows tares
is discussed in detail in reference 14.

The resultant thrust ratio Fr=Fi is the resul-
tant thrust divided by the ideal isentropic thrust.
Resultant thrust is obtained from the measured ax-

ial, normal, and side components of the jet resultant
force. From the de�nitions of F and Fr, it is obvi-
ous that the thrust along the body axis F includes a
reduction in thrust that results from turning the ex-
haust vector away from the axial direction, whereas
the resultant thrust Fr does not. Losses included
in both terms are the result of friction and pressure
drags associated with the vectoring hardware and
any changes in nozzle internal geometry associated
with the hardware.

The nozzle discharge coe�cient wp=wi is the ra-
tio of measured weight-ow rate from upstream ven-
turi measurements to ideal weight-ow rate, which is
calculated from total-pressure and total-temperature
measurements and the nozzle throat area. Nozzle
throat area At is the measured geometric minimum
area in the nozzle. This discharge coe�cient is a mea-
sure of the nozzle e�ciency in passing weight ow.
The discharge coe�cient is reduced by any momen-
tum and vena contracta losses (e�ective throat area
less than At).

The resultant thrust vector angles �p and �y are
e�ective angles at which the thrust-vectoring mecha-
nism turns the exhaust ow from the axial direction.
As indicated in the section \Symbols," determination
of these angles requires the measurement of axial,
normal, and side forces on the model.

Presentation of Results

The results of this investigation are presented in both tabular form and plotted form. Table 1 is a description

of the model con�gurations tested. The basic nozzle internal performance data for each con�guration of this

investigation are presented in table 2. Nozzle internal static pressure ratios p=pt;j are given in tables 3 to 38

for selected model con�gurations. Pressure data were not recorded during testing for con�gurations 7, 17, 24,

32, and 37. Dashed lines in plots of nozzle internal static pressure ratios represent either suspected separated

ow data or possible curve fairings through missing data points. During discussion of results, comparisons of

nozzle internal performance are made in terms of percentage change from isentropic conditions.

Comparison and summary plots for selected con�gurations are presented in �gures 7 to 19 as follows:

Figure

Baseline (unvectored) nozzle performance with Xs=Lf = 0:70 showing|

Static performance characteristics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Internal static pressure distributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Yaw-vectoring performance with �v;p = 0� showing|

E�ect of deector angle on nozzle performance. Ae=At = 1:8; Xs=Lf = 0:70; � = 0� . . . . . . . . . 9

E�ect of deector angle on static pressure distributions. Ae=At = 1:8; Xs=Lf = 0:70; � = 0� . . . . 10

E�ect of deector height on nozzle performance. Ae=At = 1:8; Xs=Lf = 0:70; � = 0� . . . . . . . 11

E�ect of expansion ratio on nozzle performance. Xs=Lf = 0:70; � = 0� . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

E�ect of sidewall modi�cations on nozzle performance. Ae=At = 1:8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

E�ect of NPR on static pressure distributions. Ae=At = 1:8; Xs=Lf = 0:70; � = 0�; �de = 0� . . . . 14

E�ect of sidewall modi�cations on static pressure distributions. Ae=At = 1:8 . . . . . . . . . . . 15
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Pitch-vectoring performance with Ae=At = 1:8, Xs=Lf = 0:70, �de = 0�, and � = 0� showing|

E�ect of pitch vectoring on nozzle performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

E�ect of pitch vectoring on static pressure distributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Multiaxis thrust-vectoring performance with Ae=At = 1:8 and Xs=Lf = 0:70 showing|

E�ect of pitch vectoring on yaw-vectoring performance. �de = 45�; � = 0� . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

E�ect of yaw vectoring on pitch-vectoring performance. �v;p = 20� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

Results and Discussion

Baseline Nozzle Performance

The internal performance characteristics of the
baseline nozzles (Ae=At = 1:8 and 2.3) are presented
in �gure 7. The internal thrust ratio F=Fi, resultant
thrust ratio Fr=Fi, discharge coe�cient wp=wi, resul-
tant pitch vector angle �p, and resultant yaw vector
angle �y are shown as a function of nozzle pressure
ratio. The 1.8 expansion ratio nozzle produced peak
internal thrust ratios of approximately 0.99 near the
design nozzle pressure ratio (NPRd = 8:8). Thrust
losses at nozzle pressure ratios below and above
NPRd are associated with nozzle overexpansion and
underexpansion, respectively. Unfortunately, be-
cause of model balance limitations, the design noz-
zle pressure ratio (NPRd = 13:6) was not reached
for the 2.3 expansion ratio nozzle. However, based
on previous studies of nonaxisymmetric convergent-
divergent nozzles, it is expected that any di�erences
in peak internal thrust ratio between the 1.8 and 2.3
expansion ratio nozzles would be small (ref. 7). There
was no signi�cant e�ect of nozzle expansion ratio
on discharge coe�cient. In a convergent-divergent
nozzle, discharge coe�cient is a function of nozzle
geometry upstream of, and at, the nozzle throat.
Any changes in nozzle geometry downstream of the
throat, such as varying exit area Ae to vary expan-
sion ratio Ae=At, would not be expected to a�ect
discharge coe�cient.

In general, the basic data show trends that
are consistent with previous studies of C-D nozzles
(refs. 7 to 13). One trend is the occurrence of two
distinct local peaks in the performance curves (F=Fi

and Fr=Fi) of high-expansion-ratio nozzles; one oc-
curs at high NPR and one occurs at low NPR. (See
�g. 7.) The peak at high NPR occurs near the de-
sign nozzle pressure ratio where the exhaust nozzle
is operating at optimum (fully expanded at the noz-
zle exit) conditions. The other peak occurs at low
NPR where separation of the internal exhaust ow
probably occurs in the divergent section of the noz-
zle. Consequently, multiple peaks in the performance
curves are usually only seen for high-expansion-ratio
nozzles, which, because of the large divergence angle,
are the most susceptible to separation. Exhaust ow

separation from nozzle divergent aps often produces
locally higher thrust ratio performance at static con-
ditions than at forward speeds by providing a lower
e�ective nozzle expansion ratio. It should be noted
that this bene�cial e�ect may not exist at forward
speeds where the external ow could aspirate the
separated portion of the divergent aps, causing in-
creased drag and reduced thrust minus drag. If ex-
haust ow separation indeed increases thrust ratio,
then exhaust ow reattachment to the divergent ap
would decrease thrust ratio and produce the local
peak in the performance curves that occurs for the
high-expansion-ratio nozzle in �gure 7. Similar re-
sults are documented in reference 9, where separation
caused multiple peaks in the performance curves of
a high-expansion-ratio nozzle.

During nonvectoring conditions (�v;p = 0� and
�de= 0�), it would be expected that values of re-
sultant pitch (�p) and yaw (�y) thrust vector angle
would be zero. However, at low NPR resultant pitch
vector angles of as much as 10� were recorded for
the 2.3 expansion ratio nozzle. The variation in �p
for the high-expansion-ratio nozzle is at nozzle pres-
sure ratios in the same range as the performance peak
discussed previously, where ow separation on the di-
vergent aps probably occurred. The separation is
obviously asymmetric from the top ap to bottom
ap in order to produce nonzero values of �p.

The e�ects of nozzle pressure ratio on the inter-
nal static pressure distributions of the baseline noz-
zles are presented in �gures 8(a), (b), and (c) for
nozzle pressure ratios of 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0, respec-
tively. Although the pressure instrumentation in-
side the nozzle was sparse, it appears that the actual
nozzle throat (sonic condition at p=pt;j = 0:528) is
downstream of the nozzle geometric throat (x = 0).
This is most likely the result of a local ow separa-
tion bubble that forms just aft of the nozzle throat
and reduces the e�ective throat area. For a nozzle
pressure ratio of 2.0 (�g. 8(a)), increasing the nozzle
expansion ratio increased ow separation along the
divergent ap. The increase in separation at condi-
tions below the design nozzle pressure ratio increased
local static pressures in the separated region and ef-
fectively decreased the nozzle expansion ratio. This
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increases thrust e�ciency and results in a local peak
in the performance curves of the 2.3 expansion ra-
tio nozzle, as discussed previously. At higher nozzle
pressure ratios (�gs. 8(b) and (c)), ow separation
has either moved downstream of the last static pres-
sure tap or has been eliminated completely in the
nozzle. This behavior of the actual nozzle throat is
consistent with previous studies of nonaxisymmetric
C-D nozzles (ref. 7).

Yaw-Vectoring Performance

The e�ect of deector rotation angle �de on noz-
zle internal performance characteristics is shown in
�gures 9(a), (b), and (c) for nozzles with short,
medium, and tall deectors, respectively. Depending
on �de and con�guration, rotation of the yaw deec-
tors produced resultant yaw vector angles up to 21�

that were controllable by varying yaw deector ro-
tation. Assuming the yawing moments produced on
an aircraft by these devices would be proportional to
yaw vector angle and throttle setting, this observa-
tion indicates that the yaw deectors could be used
as an e�ective aircraft control.

Yaw deector rotation generally resulted in sig-
ni�cant losses in both internal thrust ratio F=Fi and
resultant thrust ratio Fr=Fi. The losses experienced
in F=Fi were expected, since a portion of the ex-
haust ow is turned away from the axial direction
by the yaw deectors. The losses in Fr=Fi are a di-
rect result of deploying the yaw deectors into the
supersonic jet-exhaust ow. Previous studies have
shown that supersonic ow turning is an ine�cient
process because of oblique shocks that are formed in
the divergent section of the nozzle (ref. 10). It is im-
portant to note that the magnitude of these turning
losses did not always increase with increasing �de.
In fact, at low NPR, the deectors deployed at 90�

provided higher resultant thrust ratios than the de-
ectors at 60�. (See �gs. 9(b) and (c), for exam-
ple.) Two possible explanations exist for this be-
havior. First, as �de is increased to higher values,
the nozzle throat starts to shift downstream in the
nozzle. This e�ect can be noted in the pressure dis-
tributions of �gure 10. Simultaneously, blockage by
the deectors near the nozzle exit creates a lower ef-
fective exit area. The net e�ect of these phenomena
is a lower e�ective expansion ratio and a lower e�ec-
tive NPRd for the higher values of �de. Thus, over-
expansion losses are reduced at lower NPR, and
underexpansion losses are increased at higher NPR,
resulting in a shift in the peak Fr=Fi value to a lower
NPR. Second, as the throat shifts downstream, the
deectors are operating in a larger region of sub-
sonic ow, resulting in smaller supersonic ow turn-

ing losses. For the medium deector, the throat is
shifted only for the �de = 90� con�guration. (See
�g. 10(a).) This shift is substantiated by the change
in discharge coe�cient. Peak Fr=Fi for this con�g-
uration occurs at NPR = 4:0, which would indicate
an e�ective expansion ratio for this con�guration of
about 1.2 rather than 1.8. For the tall deector,
the throat is shifted for the �de = 60� and 90� con-
�gurations. (See �g. 10(b).) The throat is shifted
beyond the last pressure ori�ce for the �de = 90�

con�guration and may well be shifted all the way
to the nozzle exit. A shift of this magnitude would
change the nozzle from a C-D nozzle to a convergent
(Ae=At = 1:0) nozzle. Shifts in the throat location,
especially for the �de = 90� con�guration, are again
indicated by the discharge coe�cient data. (See
�g. 9(c).) The �de= 60� con�guration has Fr=Fi

trends similar to a single expansion ramp nozzle
(ref. 11) in that it appears to have two Fr=Fi per-
formance peaks. The �rst performance peak occurs
at NPR = 3:0, which indicates an e�ective expansion
ratio of about 1.090. The �de= 90� con�guration
has an Fr=Fi peak at about NPR = 2:0, which in-
dicates an e�ective expansion ratio of about 1.002;
this is only slightly higher than that for a conver-
gent nozzle (Ae=At = 1:0). Thus, the exhaust ow
inside this nozzle con�guration is subsonic except for
possibly a small region of supersonic ow near the
nozzle exit. Because of lower overexpansion losses at
low NPR for the �de = 90� con�guration (e�ective
expansion ratio of about 1.002 versus 1.090 for the
�de= 60� con�guration) and lower supersonic ow
turning losses, the resultant thrust ratios are higher
for the �de = 90� con�guration than those for the
�de= 60� con�guration.

Losses in nozzle discharge coe�cient occurred at
a deector rotation angle of 60� for nozzles with tall
deectors and at a deector rotation angle of 90� for
nozzles with medium and tall deectors. Losses in
wp=wi ranged from 0 to 4 percent for the �de = 60�

cases and up to 20 percent when the tall deectors
were deployed at 90�. These losses in wp=wi for the
yaw-vectored con�gurations were caused by a shift
in the physical throat location from a location near
the geometric throat to a position farther down the
divergent ap. This is demonstrated by the pres-
sure plots in �gure 10 where a shift in the physi-
cal throat location is indicated by the static pressure
measurements. Therefore, the e�ective throat area
is smaller than the geometric unvectored throat area
used to compute ideal weight-ow rate. Since a re-
duction in throat area reduces the ability of a nozzle
to pass weight ow at a given nozzle pressure ratio,
the discharge coe�cient decreased.
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The e�ect of yaw deector height is summarized
in �gure 11 for the 1.8 expansion ratio nozzles. The
internal thrust ratio, resultant thrust ratio, discharge
coe�cient, resultant pitch vector angle, and resultant
yaw vector angle are plotted as a function of the de-
ector rotation angle at a constant nozzle pressure
ratio. In general, the medium deectors provided
the best overall performance by providing the largest
resultant yaw vector angles with the least losses in
thrust ratios. Compared with the medium deector,
the losses in Fr=Fi for the tall and short deectors
were greater by 6 percent and 2 percent, respectively.
The e�ect of varying the deector height on resultant
yaw vector angles was generally small. The maxi-
mum deviation in resultant yaw vector angle between
the deector heights was less than 3�. At deector
rotation angles less than 60�, the e�ect of deector
height on discharge coe�cient was small. However,
as discussed previously, the nozzles with tall deec-
tors su�ered substantial losses in discharge coe�cient
at �de = 90�.

The e�ects of expansion ratio on nozzle internal
performance characteristics are summarized in �g-
ures 12(a) and (b) for nozzle pressure ratios of 4.0
and 6.0, respectively. During yaw-vectored opera-
tion, increasing the nozzle expansion ratio increased
the nozzle discharge coe�cient at deector rotation
angles of 90� while having little e�ect on the resultant
yaw vector angles generated. For the 2.3 expansion
ratio nozzle, the nozzle exit area has been increased
by rotating the nozzle divergent ap trailing edges
outward. Thus, for a constant value of �de, the de-
ectors do not present as large a ow blockage as
for the 1.8 expansion ratio nozzle. The 1.8 expan-
sion ratio con�guration generally had higher Fr=Fi

performance than the 2.3 expansion ratio con�gura-
tion because, at the NPR shown, it was operating
closer to the design NPR (or e�ective NPRd) than
the 2.3 expansion ratio con�guration and thus had
lower overexpansion losses.

The e�ects of sidewall modi�cations on the inter-
nal performance and thrust-vectoring capability of
the 1.8 expansion ratio nozzle are presented in �g-
ures 13 to 15. As mentioned previously, two sidewall
modi�cations were investigated as means to increase
yaw-vectoring performance. The �rst modi�cation
consisted of increasing the sidewall cutback by re-
ducing sidewall length from 70 percent to 55 percent
of the divergent ap length. The second modi�ca-
tion consisted of hinging the 70-percent sidewall at
the nozzle throat and deecting it outboard during
yaw vectoring.

The e�ects of sidewall cutback and deection on
nozzle internal performance characteristics are pre-

sented in �gure 13 for nozzles with tall deectors.
As mentioned previously, the intent of sidewall cut-
back was to provide exhaust ow relief during yaw
vectoring and, therefore, increase yaw-vectoring per-
formance. The results indicate that sidewall cutback
e�ects on nozzle performance were negligible at de-
ector rotation angles of 0� and 30�. However, at
deector rotation angles of 60� and 90�, increases in
resultant thrust ratio, discharge coe�cient, and re-
sultant yaw vector angle occurred as a result of in-
creasing the sidewall cutback. At maximum deector
rotation angles (�de = 90�), increasing the amount
of sidewall cutback resulted in increases in Fr=Fi of
2 percent, in wp=wi of 3.5 percent, and in �y of as
much as 8�. The change in discharge coe�cient in-
dicates that the actual throat area increased as a
result of increasing the sidewall cutback. It is likely
that this increase in throat area is due to a rotation,
or skewing, of the throat plane in the positive �y
direction that occurred as the sidewall cutback was
increased. Skewing of the nozzle throat would ac-
count for the increase in yaw-vectoring performance
observed. The increases in Fr=Fi that resulted from
increasing the sidewall cutback were unexpected. It
is possible that the ow relief provided by the cutback
sidewall allowed the exhaust ow to expand more ef-
�ciently than it did for the nozzle with 70-percent
sidewalls. Regardless of the reasons, it is obvious
that the 55-percent sidewall con�guration is the more
e�cient yaw-vectoring case.

During unvectored operation (�de = 0�), out-
board deection of the left sidewall generally re-
sulted in losses in resultant thrust ratio Fr=Fi. (See
�g. 13(a).) This trend is similar to those shown in
reference 12 for a nozzle with an outboard-deecting
sidewall. Basically, outboard deection of a sidewall
increases nozzle exit area and thus expansion ratio.
Increased nozzle expansion ratio would move max-
imum nozzle performance to higher values of NPR
(higher NPRd), increase nozzle overexpansion losses
at low NPR, and decrease nozzle underexpansion
losses at high NPR. The deected sidewall increased
nozzle exit area to 8.112 in2 and thus increased noz-
zle expansion ratio to 2.3. This resulted in a de-
sign nozzle pressure ratio of 13.6 for the deected
sidewall con�guration versus 8.8 for the undeected
con�guration. The deected sidewall con�guration
generally followed the expected trends with the ex-
ception of NPR = 2:0. At NPR = 2:0, outboard side-
wall deection increased separation inside the noz-
zle. The e�ect of separation at NPR = 2:0 was to
reduce the e�ective expansion ratio to a value be-
low 1.8, thereby reducing overexpansion losses and
increasing thrust performance. There was essentially
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no e�ect of sidewall deection on nozzle discharge
coe�cient. As discussed previously, discharge co-
e�cient in a convergent-divergent nozzle is a function
of nozzle geometry upstream of, and at, the nozzle
throat. Therefore, changes in nozzle geometry down-
stream of the throat would not be expected to a�ect
discharge coe�cient.

The e�ect of sidewall deection on yaw-vectoring
performance is shown in �gure 13(a). Sidewall
deection produced negative yaw vector angles at
NPR < 4:0, whereas positive yaw vector angles were
generated at NPR > 4:0. Figure 14 shows the ef-
fect of NPR on internal static pressure distributions
of the deected sidewall con�guration. As shown,
static pressure distributions indicate that ow sepa-
ration generally occurred on the deected sidewall in
a location that was NPR dependent. At NPR = 2:0,
exhaust ow separation from the divergent aps and
sidewalls produced higher static pressure ratios p=pt;j
on the left sidewall than on the right sidewall. The
resulting pressure gradient between the left and right
sidewalls generated negative sideforce (�Fs). It also
appears that the throat may be skewed to the right
(farther downstream on the left sidewall than on
the right), which would tend to vector ow oppo-
site the desired direction. The combination of the
skewed throat and the pressure gradient produced
negative resultant yaw vector angles at low NPR.
As NPR increased, the ow tended to stay attached
farther down the sidewall, allowing expansion of the
ow along the sidewall to lower static pressures. At
NPR = 4:0, the combination of the pressure gradient
and any vectored ow results in �y = 0�. At higher
NPR, the ow continued to expand down the de-
ected sidewall to static pressure values lower than
on the right sidewall. The resulting static pres-
sure gradient between the left and right sidewalls
generated positive sideforce (Fs). The overall low
resultant yaw vector angles at NPR > 4:0 indicate
that little exhaust ow was actually turned by the
deected sidewall. This is consistent with refer-
ence 12, which indicates that exhaust ow has lit-
tle tendency to expand (turn) out of an open side-
wall at overexpanded nozzle conditions. Therefore,
at NPR < 13:6, it would be expected that little ow
turning would occur; any resultant vectoring would
mainly be the result of pressure gradients inside the
nozzle.

In actual practice, it is doubtful that an airplane
would y at an expansion ratio of 1.8 (or 2.3) at
nozzle pressure ratios below NPRd (unless nozzle ge-
ometry was �xed). For a variable-geometry nozzle,
the expansion ratio would be set at the appropriate
value so that the nozzle would be operating on de-

sign (near Fr=Fi peak). For example, at NPR = 4:0
the nozzle expansion ratio would be set to approx-
imately 1.2. In all probability, a nozzle with this
expansion ratio would not generate negative �y until
a much lower NPR was reached. (See ref. 12.) For
�xed nozzle geometry as tested, the opposite side-
wall could be deected to provide Fs in the desired
direction at NPR < 4:0.

During yaw vectoring (�de > 0�), combining side-
wall deection (� = 25�) with deector rotation an-
gle at NPR > 4:0 (where the e�ects of � and �de are
additive) produced the largest resultant yaw vector
angles (up to 35�) while generally increasing Fr=Fi

(at �de > 30�). At �de= 30� (�g. 13(b)), deecting
the left sidewall increased resultant yaw vector angle
by 5� at NPRd while having little e�ect on thrust
ratios or discharge coe�cient. As �de increases, the
e�ectiveness of the deected sidewall also increases.
At �de = 90�, deecting the left sidewall outboard
produced up to a 2.5-percent increase in Fr=Fi, a
12-percent increase in wp=wi, and a 17� increase in
resultant yaw vector angle. (See �g. 13(d).) As men-
tioned previously, the nozzle throat shifted down-
stream at �de = 90�. As indicated by the pressure
plots in �gure 15(d), the outboard deection of the
nozzle sidewall reduces the amount of downstream
shift of the nozzle throat and thus yields the pre-
viously noted increase in discharge coe�cient. Re-
ducing the downstream shift allowed the nozzle to
operate at a higher e�ective expansion ratio and a
higher e�ective NPRd. Thus, underexpansion losses
were reduced at higher NPR and overexpansion losses
were increased at lower NPR, resulting in a shift in
the peak Fr=Fi value to a higher NPR.

E�ects of Geometric Pitch Vector Angle

The e�ects of geometric pitch vector angle �v;p on
the internal performance and thrust-vectoring capa-
bility of the 1.8 expansion ratio nozzles are presented
in �gures 16 to 19. Divergent ap deection pro-
duced resultant pitch vector angles �p that, although
dependent on nozzle pressure ratio for NPR < 4:0,
were nearly equal to the geometric pitch vector an-
gle at NPR > 4:0. (See �g. 16.) A maximum re-
sultant pitch vector angle of 25� was measured at
NPR < 4:0, where the nozzle was operating at highly
overexpanded conditions. During pitch-vectored op-
eration, an overexpansion occurs over much of the
lower divergent ap, resulting in a pressure gradient
between the upper and lower aps (�g. 17). This
pressure gradient tends to bias the ow toward the
lower divergent ap. Because of the divergence an-
gle, the angle of the lower divergent ap is greater
than the geometric thrust vector angle, and resultant
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pitch vector angles �p greater than �v;p are possible,
especially at low NPR.

The e�ects of pitch thrust vectoring on resultant
thrust ratios were generally small. This was ex-
pected, since previous studies have shown that di-
vergent ap deection is an e�cient and e�ective
method of producing pitch thrust vectoring in non-
axisymmetric C-D nozzles (ref. 4). Losses in nozzle
discharge coe�cient of approximately 2.5 percent oc-
curred during pitch vectoring, probably because of
a sharper throat corner on the lower divergent ap
and shifting of the actual throat location on the up-
per divergent ap. The shift in the throat location
is indicated by the static pressure distributions plot-
ted in �gure 17. Figure 17 also shows that a pressure
correction occurs upstream of the throat in the pitch-
vectored con�guration. This behavior may indicate a
larger ow-separation bubble occurring in the pitch-
vectored con�guration, resulting in a smaller e�ective
throat area. As mentioned previously, a reduction in
throat area leads to a reduction in nozzle discharge
coe�cient.

The e�ects of multiaxis thrust vectoring on the
internal performance and thrust-vectoring capability
of the 1.8 expansion ratio nozzles are presented in
�gures 18 and 19. Figure 18 presents the e�ects of
pitch vectoring on yaw-vectoring performance with
�de = 45� and � = 0�. The results indicate that
the addition of pitch vectoring has little e�ect on
yaw-vectoring performance. The only signi�cant
loss to occur was the 2.5-percent drop in discharge
coe�cient that was previously associated with pitch
vectoring. The e�ects of yaw vectoring on pitch-
vectoring performance with �v;p = 20� are presented
in �gure 19. The results indicate that there is
relatively little e�ect of �de or � on pitch-vectoring
performance at NPR > 3:0. However, at NPR � 3:0,
the addition of yaw vectoring reduced the resultant
pitch vector angles by approximately 5�.

Conclusions

An investigation has been conducted in the
static test facility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic
Tunnel to evaluate the internal performance of a
nonaxisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle with
multiaxis thrust-vectoring capability. The goal of
the design was to add e�cient yaw-vectoring capabil-
ity to a pitch-vectoring nonaxisymmetric convergent-
divergent nozzle while minimizing the e�ect of one
vectoring direction on the other. The test was con-
ducted with no external ow, and nozzle pressure ra-
tio was varied from 2.0 to approximately 13.0. The
results of this investigation indicate the following
conclusions:

1. Yaw deectors installed in the divergent aps
of a pitch-vectoring nonaxisymmetric convergent-
divergent nozzle were e�ective in generating resul-
tant yaw vector angles up to 21� (with the base-
line sidewall) that were controllable by varying
yaw deector rotation. During multiaxis (pitch
and yaw) thrust vectoring, the e�ects of one vec-
toring direction on the other were generally small.

2. In general, the medium yaw deectors had the
best overall nozzle internal performance charac-
teristics by providing the largest resultant yaw
vector angles with the least losses in thrust ratios.

3. Losses in nozzle discharge coe�cient during yaw
thrust vectoring are the result of a shift in the
physical throat location in the nozzle.

4. During unvectored operation, varying the sidewall
cutback had little or no e�ect on nozzle internal
performance. However, during yaw-vectored op-
eration, increasing the sidewall cutback increased
nozzle performance at deector rotation angles
of 60� and 90�.

5. During yaw vectoring, combining sidewall deec-
tion with deector rotation signi�cantly increased
nozzle internal performance.

NASALangley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23681-0001

July 6, 1993
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(a) Unvectored nozzles.

Figure 3. Internal nozzle geometry. All dimensions are in inches unless otherwise noted.
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(b) Pitch-vectored nozzle, �v;p = 20�, Ae=At = 1:8.

Figure 3. Concluded.
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Three-quarter view
(left sidewall removed)

End view
 (looking upstream)

AA

Side view
 (left sidewall removed)

Section A-A Three-quarter view
(top flap and left sidewall removed)

Right sidewall

Convergent flap

Divergent flap

Yaw deflector

Wetted surfaces

Nonwetted surfaces

(a) Installation of medium yaw deectors. �de = 60�.

Figure 4. Static test model showing installation and details of deector aps. All dimensions are in inches

unless otherwise noted.
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(view normal to hingeline)
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(b) Details of divergent aps and yaw deectors.

Figure 4. Concluded.
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(a) Undeected sidewalls. � = 0�.

Figure 5. Nozzle sidewall geometry. All dimensions are in inches unless otherwise noted.
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(b) Deected sidewall. � = 25�; Xs=Lf = 0:70.

Figure 5. Concluded.
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(a) Upper and lower aps.

Figure 6. Nozzle static pressure ori�ce locations. All dimensions are in inches unless otherwise noted.
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Section C-C
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(b) Left and right sidewalls.

Figure 6. Concluded.
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Figure 14. E�ect of nozzle pressure ratio on internal static pressure distributions with Ae=At = 1:8, �v;p = 0�,

Xs=Lf = 0:70, � = 25�, and �de = 0�.



Table 2. Nozzle Performance Data

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Continued

Table 2. Concluded

Table 3. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 1

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 4. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 2

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 5. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 3

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 6. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 4

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 7. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 5

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios
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(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 8. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 6

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 9. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 8

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 10. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 9

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 11. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 10

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 12. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 11

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 13. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 12

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 14. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 13

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 15. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 14

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 16. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 15

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios
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Table 17. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 16

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

Table 17. Concluded

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 18. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 18

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

Table 18. Concluded

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 19. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 19

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 20. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 20

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 21. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 21

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 22. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 22

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 23. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 23

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 24. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 25

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 25. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 26

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios
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(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 26. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 27

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 27. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 28

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 28. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 29

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 29. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 30

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 30. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 31

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 31. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 33

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 32. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 34

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 33. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 35

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 34. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 36

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios
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Table 34. Concluded

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 35. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 38

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 36. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 39

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

Table 36. Concluded

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 37. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 40

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Table 38. Nozzle Internal Static Pressure Ratios p=pt;j for Con�guration 41

(a) Upper and lower ap internal static pressure ratios

(b) Sidewall internal static pressure ratios

Figure 1. Cutaway side view of single-engine propulsion simulation system with typical nozzle con�guration
installed. All dimensions are in inches unless otherwise noted.

L-88-6834
(a) Three-quarter view of con�guration 19.

Figure 2. Photographs showing nozzle con�gurations 19, 37, and 30.

L-88-6840
(b) Side view of con�guration 19.

Figure 2. Continued.

L-92-10789
(c) Side view of con�guration 37; left sidewall removed.

Figure 2. Continued.

L-92-10792
(d) Side view of con�guration 30; left sidewall removed.

Figure 2. Concluded.
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Figure 7. Static performance characteristics of baseline nozzles with �v;p = 0�, Xs=Lf = 0:70, � = 0�, and
�de = 0�.

(a) Nominal NPR = 2:0.

Figure 8. Internal static pressure distributions of baseline nozzles with �v;p = 0�, Xs=Lf = 0:70, � = 0�, and
�de = 0�.

(b) Nominal NPR = 4:0.

Figure 8. Continued.

(c) Nominal NPR = 6:0.

Figure 8. Concluded.

(a) Short deectors.

Figure 9. E�ect of deector angle on nozzle internal performance characteristics with Ae=At = 1:8, �v;p = 0�,
Xs=Lf = 0:70, and � = 0�.

(b) Medium deectors.

Figure 9. Continued.

(c) Tall deectors.

Figure 9. Concluded.

(a) Medium deectors; nominal NPR = 4:0.

Figure 10. E�ect of deector angle on internal static pressure distributions with Ae=At = 1:8, �v;p = 0�,
Xs=Lf = 0:70, and � = 0�.

(b) Tall deectors; nominal NPR = 4:0.

Figure 10. Concluded.

(a) Nominal NPR = 4:0.

Figure 11. E�ect of deector height on nozzle internal performance characteristics with Ae=At = 1:8, �v;p = 0�,
Xs=Lf = 0:70, and � = 0�.

(b) Nominal NPR = 6:0.

Figure 11. Concluded.

(a) Nominal NPR = 4:0.

Figure 12. E�ect of expansion ratio on nozzle internal performance characteristics with �v;p = 0�, Xs=Lf = 0:70,
� = 0�, and tall deectors.

(b) Nominal NPR = 6:0.

Figure 12. Concluded.
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(a) �de = 0�.

Figure 13. E�ect of sidewall modi�cations on nozzle internal performance characteristics with Ae=At = 1:8,
�v;p = 0�, and tall deectors.

(b) �de = 30�.

Figure 13. Continued.

(c) �de = 60�.

Figure 13. Continued.

(d) �de = 90�.

Figure 13. Concluded.

Figure 14. E�ect of nozzle pressure ratio on internal static pressure distributions with Ae=At = 1:8, �v;p = 0�,
Xs=Lf = 0:70, � = 25�, and �de = 0�.

(a) �de = 0�.

Figure 15. E�ect of sidewall modi�cations on internal static pressure distributions with Ae=At = 1:8, �v;p = 0�,
and tall deectors at nominal NPR of 4.0.

(b) �de = 30�.

Figure 15. Continued.

(c) �de = 60�.

Figure 15. Continued.

(d) �de = 90�.

Figure 15. Concluded.

Figure 16. E�ect of pitch vectoring on nozzle internal performance characteristics with Ae=At = 1:8,
Xs=Lf = 0:70, � = 0�, and �de = 0�.

(a) Nominal NPR = 4:0.

Figure 17. E�ect of pitch vectoring on internal static pressure distributions with Ae=At = 1:8, Xs=Lf = 0:70,
� = 0�, and �de= 0�.

(b) Nominal NPR = 6:0.

Figure 17. Continued.

(c) Nominal NPR = 10:0.

Figure 17. Concluded.
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Figure 18. E�ect of pitch vectoring on yaw-vectoring performance with Ae=At = 1:8, Xs=Lf = 0:70, short

deectors, �de = 45�, and � = 0�.

Figure 19. E�ect of yaw vectoring on pitch-vectoring performance with Ae=At = 1:8, �v;p = 20�, Xs=Lf = 0:70,

and short deectors.
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